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microturbulent velocity (size of turbulent elements small   
compared to unit optical depth)

macroturbulent velocity (size of turbulent elements large 
compared to unit optical depth)
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many different 'kinds' of velocity fields manifest themselves in many different 'kinds' of velocity fields manifest themselves in 
spectroscopic informationspectroscopic information

motions of motions of photosphericphotospheric gases introduce Doppler shifts (small gases introduce Doppler shifts (small 
rotational broadening) that shape profiles of spectral lines rotational broadening) that shape profiles of spectral lines ––

from these (disk integrated) line profile variations we want to from these (disk integrated) line profile variations we want to 
deduce the deduce the nature nature of the velocity fields:     of the velocity fields:     



STELLAR ROTATION
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ConvectionConvection
in red supergiants
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B. Freytag (2007) http://www.astro.uu.se/~bf/

Emergent bolometric surface intensity (red supergiant). The "boiling" surface of the 
star shows irregular hot (white or yellow) and "cool" (red or dark-red) areas. 

http://www.astro.uu.se/~bf/


ConvectionConvection
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Vorticity slice: convective velocities in the stellar envelope (black clockwise motion, white counter-
clockwise flow); red line: approximate location of the visible stellar surface; a few long-lived 
downdraft regions spanning almost the entire envelope; some short-lived convective cells are 
restricted to the surface layers only.



ConvectionConvection
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ConvectionConvection

bisector curvature
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PulsationPulsation

with introduction of high-resolution spectrographs detect
(short) term line profile variations caused by stellar pulsation

Spectroscopy enables the investigation of pulsation velocity fields in 
great detail, but high demands on instrumentation (data quality):

high-resolution

high S/N

appropriate temporal resolution (res. pulsational time-scales) 

get  l,m,  intrinsic pulsational amplitudes, inclination 

better understanding of stellar interior physics
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Line Profile Line Profile VariationsVariations
PulsationPulsation
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PulsationPulsation
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Normal Normal pulsatorpulsator
ii=70=70oo, , ll=3, =3, mm=3=3

Oblique Oblique pulsatorpulsator
ii=70=70oo, , ββ =60=60oo, , ll=3, =3, mm=3=3

Pulsating magnetic CP starsPulsating magnetic CP stars
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Scuti

PulsationPulsation
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LPV of Puppis



Scuti

SPB‘s

PulsationPulsation
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HD 147394, Mathias et al., 2001



SPB‘s

Scuti

RR Lyrae stars

PulsationPulsation
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SPB‘s

Scuti

RR Lyrae stars

RR Lyrae: spectra from 1 night
Kolenberg, 2002



SPB‘s

Scuti

RR Lyrae

pulsating magnetic 
CP (roAp) stars

PulsationPulsation
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Rapid photometric variations with periods 5–15 min were found 
eff

Rapid oscillations are attributed to nonradial, high-overtone, p-

mode pulsations with low degrees (l

Pulsational characteristics of roAp stars are modulated with the 

period of stellar rotation => Oblique Pulsator ModelOblique Pulsator Model: each mode 

is described by a single spherical harmonic, aligned with 

oblique, approximately dipolar magnetic field.

Nonradial pulsations in roAp stars are believed to be 

predominantly due to oblique axisymmetric dipolaraxisymmetric dipolar (l =1, m = 0) 

modes.

Pulsating magnetic CP starsPulsating magnetic CP stars
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The specialty of The specialty of roAproAp starsstars
The only class of main sequence stars in which high-overtone 
p-mode pulsations can be easily detected => optimal for 
asteroseismologicalasteroseismological analysisanalysis (i.e. information about stellar 
luminosities, masses, internal field strengths, etc. can be 
extracted from pulsational frequencies).

Interaction between pulsations, magnetic field and chemical 
diffusion is of interest. The nature of mode excitation and selection 
mechanisms is uncertain.

Pulsational analysis may be useful in constraining mechanisms 
giving rise to abundance anomalies in CP stars.

Observation of propagation of pulsation waves can be used to map 
horizontal and vertical chemical and magnetic structures, as in no 
other type of pulsating stars.
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Spectroscopic observations of Spectroscopic observations of roAproAp pulsationspulsations

Informational content of time-resolved spectra is very rich compared 
to high-speed photometric studies.

Very high-resolution ( 105) spectra are needed to resolve blends 
and study in detail line profile variability in roAp stars => 
observations with spectrographs at 4-m and larger telescopes.
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γ EquNd IIINd III REE?REE?
Pr IIIPr III



Similarities of pulsation behaviour in different Similarities of pulsation behaviour in different roAproAp starsstars

Spectroscopic observations of Spectroscopic observations of roAproAp pulsationspulsations
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Nd IIINd III
Pr IIIPr III



Pulsational amplitudes and phases strongly depend on chemical 
element and ionisation stage (up to 1 km/s for REE lines, less than 
20 m/s for Ca I lines).

In all stars spectroscopic pulsational behaviour is dominated by REE 
lines (in particular Pr III, Nd III and Nd II).

Analysis of variation of REE lines in Equ allowed to identify 
pulsation mode: l = 2 or 3, m = – l  or – l + 1 (Kochukhov & 
Ryabchikova 2001). 

Pulsations and line-strength anomalies point at a very strong vertical vertical 
stratificationstratification of chemical abundances in roAp atmospheres.

Spectroscopic observations of Spectroscopic observations of roAproAp pulsationspulsations
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Spectroscopic observations of Spectroscopic observations of roAproAp pulsationspulsations
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Pulsation pattern throughout the atmospherePulsation pattern throughout the atmosphere
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Ryabchikova et al. 2006

DefenseDefense Institute of Astronomy, University of  Vienna                        Institute of Astronomy, University of  Vienna                        ViennaVienna, October 22, 2007 , October 22, 2007 



Reconstructing horizontal structure of pulsation Reconstructing horizontal structure of pulsation 
modesmodes

Modelling of the pulsational velocity field allows us to characterize 
pulsations in terms of the actual physical parameters of nonradial 
modes.

Many free parameters – reliable mode indentification difficult -
predictive power low, especially for trial-and-error-methods

Quantitative solutions preferrable: 

Moment method

Direct spectrum synthesis

Doppler Imaging of stellar pulsations
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Moment technique developed by Balona and Aerts et al. with the 
aim to derive information about radial/nonradial pulsation from time 
series of the first few moments of the line profiles: 

1. <v>   …. centroid of the line profile – related to the radial velocity

2. <v2> …. Related to the width of the line profile

3. <v3> …. skewness (= asymmetry) of the line profile

I. Modelling variation of line profile momentsI. Modelling variation of line profile moments

Reconstructing horizontal structure of pulsation Reconstructing horizontal structure of pulsation 
modesmodes
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I. Modelling variation of line profile momentsI. Modelling variation of line profile moments

Reconstructing horizontal structure of pulsation Reconstructing horizontal structure of pulsation 
modesmodes
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The calculations are straightforward and are best compared with 
variation of first two moments observed through the whole rotation 
cycle of a roAp star.

but: inhomogeneous abundance distributions but: inhomogeneous abundance distributions 
and/or the presence of a magnetic field are not accounted forand/or the presence of a magnetic field are not accounted for



II. Direct spectrum synthesis for pulsating starsII. Direct spectrum synthesis for pulsating stars

Based on magnetic Doppler imaging code Invers10

Takes into account prescribed 3D distributions of pulsational velocity 
field, magnetic field and chemical composition

Pulsational velocity field is modelled with superposition of spheroidal 
and toroidal modes

Time-resolved spectra in four Stokes parameters are calculated with 
numerical solution of polarized RT equation

Parallel execution using MPI libraries

Reconstructing horizontal structure of pulsation Reconstructing horizontal structure of pulsation 
modesmodes
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Based on magnetic Doppler imaging code Invers10

Takes into account prescribed 3D distributions of pulsational velocity 
field, magnetic field and chemical composition

Pulsational velocity field is modelled with superposition of spheroidal 
and toroidal modes

Time-resolved spectra in four Stokes parameters are calculated with 
numerical solution of polarized RT equation

Parallel execution using MPI libraries

Shortcomings: comparison with observations and full Shortcomings: comparison with observations and full 
investigation of parameter space are timeinvestigation of parameter space are time--consumingconsuming



Example of synthetic line profile variationsExample of synthetic line profile variations

timetime--resolved resolved 
roAproAp

timetime--averaged averaged 
roAproAp

noApnoAp
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l = 1, m = 0

Vmax = 5 km/s
Vsin i = 3 km/s

= 90o, i = 60o

Bd = 5 kG
Fe I 6302.49 Å



Full spectral inversion is carried out using time-series line profile 
observations.

The main idea is to reconstruct surface distribution of pulsation velocity 
ampltitudes without making without making a priori a priori assumptionsassumptions about the structure of 
pulsation fluctuations.

Given observational data of sufficiently high quality, the method is 
applicable to any type of pulsating stars. The primary targets are nonradial
pulsators in which pulsations deviate strongly from simple spherical 
harmonics. 

The code structure is taken from Invers8. Local line profiles are estimated 
using interpolation in precomputed table. Magnetic field is neglected, but 
inhomogeneous abundance distribution is taken into account. Several 
thousand observations can be modelled simultaneously.

III. Doppler Imaging of stellar pulsationsIII. Doppler Imaging of stellar pulsations

Reconstructing horizontal structure of pulsation Reconstructing horizontal structure of pulsation 
modesmodes
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Doppler Imaging of stellar pulsations: results of Doppler Imaging of stellar pulsations: results of 
numerical simulationsnumerical simulations

true true mapmap

Radial component of the velocity field: Radial component of the velocity field: VVrr = = VVC C ((θθ,,ϕϕ)) coscos((ωωtt) + ) + VVS S ((θθ,,ϕϕ)) sin(sin(ωωtt))
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reconstructed reconstructed 
mapmap



true true mapmap

Doppler Imaging of stellar pulsations: results of Doppler Imaging of stellar pulsations: results of 
numerical simulationsnumerical simulations
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reconstructed reconstructed 
mapmap



true true mapmap

Doppler Imaging of stellar pulsations: results of Doppler Imaging of stellar pulsations: results of 
numerical simulationsnumerical simulations
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reconstructed reconstructed 
mapmap



Radial velocity variations Radial velocity variations --
PlanetsPlanets
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Gliese 581d , discovered by the team of Stéphane Udry (Geneva Observatory) 
using the HARPS spectrograph (ESO, La Silla) 

December 2007: number of known exoplanet candidates has reached 268



Radial velocity variations Radial velocity variations –– binaries or: binaries or: 
quatruplequatruple system AO system AO VelVel
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two double lined spectroscopic binaries (BpSi primary)...........................
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